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Abstract
In Math. Proc. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 98 (1985) 213 it was shown that the automorphism
group of the random graph is simple, and that ‘4ve conjugates’ su6ce to demonstrate this. Rubin
(Handwritten notes on simple automorphism groups, 1988) improved this number to four, and
here I show that three su6ce. This number is optimal.
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1. Introduction
It was shown in [9] that the random graph (there called the ‘countable universal
graph’) has simple automorphism group G. More precisely it was shown that if 
and  are non-identity elements of G, then  may be written as the product of 4ve
conjugates of . This establishes simplicity of G in a 4rst order expressible way. Rubin
showed in [8] that four conjugates su6ce, and it is easy to see that 2 are not su6cient
(see [11] for example). The purpose here is to show that three conjugates su6ce. The
main theorem (Theorem 3.3) is as follows:
Theorem. Let 0, 1, 2, 3 be non-identity members of G. Then there are conjugates
0, 1, 2, and 3 of 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively, such that 3210 = 1. In particular,
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if  and  are non-identity elements of G, then  may be written as the product of
three conjugates of .
We recall that the random graph may be characterized as a graph on a countable set
 of vertices, such that, for any 4nite disjoint subsets U and V of , there is x∈−
(U ∪V ) joined to all members of U , and to none of V . Generalizing this, and also
with the object of simplifying notation, in [9] the countable C-coloured universal graph
=C was studied, for C a set (of ‘colours’) with 26|C|6ℵ0, which is characterized
similarly as follows: |C |=ℵ0 is the complete (simple, loop-free) graph on C with
F a function from the set of edges to C such that for any map  from a 4nite subset
of C into C, there is x∈C − dom  such that (∀y∈ dom )F{x; y}= (y). (The
random graph is then obtained from {0;1} by joining x and y if F{x; y}=1, and
not otherwise.) It was shown that each Aut C for 26|C|6ℵ0 is simple, with 4ve
conjugates su6cing, and a number of other properties of these groups was investigated.
The simplicity proof was generalized by Rubin [8] to a class of relational structures he
called ‘simple’. This class includes for instance the homogeneous digraphs constructed
by Henson [6], and in addition his proof shows that the pointwise stabilizer of a 4nite
subset of C in Aut C is also simple. Rubin’s method is slightly diIerent from the
one used in [9] (and more uniform), and gives a number 4 of conjugates rather than 5.
Several results on ‘numbers of conjugates’ have been obtained for various groups.
See [1,5,7,10] for instance. Droste studied symmetric groups in some detail in [2–4]
and found that three conjugates are optimal in appropriate circumstances there too. In
fact, the methods of the present paper can be used to give some of his results. Now
in the case of the random graph  (and C for 26|C|6ℵ0), a basic lemma says that
any non-trivial group element has in4nite support. But of course this is not true in the
‘1-coloured’ case, Sym . The existence of elements of arbitrarily large 4nite support
renders it impossible to obtain any bound on the numbers of conjugates required to
express one element in terms of another, even if we restrict to a simple subgroup such
as the alternating group, so the relevant result in this case is that for any four elements
of in4nite support, one is the product of conjugates of the other three. This is the
result obtained by Droste [2] Theorem 2.
2. The tidying lemma
Let non-identity elements 0; 1; 2, and 3 of G be 4xed. In the proof of the main
theorem, Theorem 3.3, we need to construct certain conjugacies i in Aut C , the au-
tomorphism group of the C-coloured random graph C =. These are given by means
of 4nite approximations, and the whole problem, and point of the present paper, is that
to achieve the strong result stated, we have to be quite careful about which approxima-
tions are allowed. A (usually 4nite) partial automorphism of  is a 1–1 map p from
a subset of  to  such that for distinct members x; y of dom p, F{px; py}=F{x; y}.
A typical approximation will then be a 4nite partial automorphism, and since we are
going to be approximating four automorphisms (conjugacies) we shall use quadruples
p=(p0; p1; p2; p3) of these. We cannot (it turns out) allow all such quadruples, since
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Fig. 1. A typical linked quadruple.
we have at least to ensure that 33−13 22
−1
2 11
−1
1 00
−1
0 = 1, where 0; 1; 2; 3
are four given non-identity automorphisms of . To 4nd the correct condition on
such p, the following de4nition is important. If p is a quadruple of 4nite partial auto-
morphisms of , and x; y; z; w∈, we say that (x; y; z; w) is linked (with respect
to p) if
x; 0x∈ domp0 ∧ y; 1y∈ domp1 ∧ z; 2z ∈ domp2 ∧ w; 3w∈ domp3
∧p00x=p1y ∧ p11y=p2z ∧ p22z=p3w ∧ p33w=p0x:
This situation will be illustrated by a diagram of the kind shown in Fig. 1, where the
four ‘columns’ correspond to the four maps p0, p1, p2, and p3, a label to the left
indicates an element of the domain, and to the right the corresponding element of the
range.
The idea of this de4nition is that if pi approximates i, and we write i = ii−1i ,
then the approximation to i provided by p is piip−1i , and if (x; y; z; w) is linked with
respect to p, then
p33p−13 p22p
−1
2 p11p
−1
1 p00p
−1
0 p0x=p33p
−1
3 p22p
−1
2 p11p
−1
1 p00x
=p33p−13 p22p
−1
2 p11p
−1
1 p1y
=p33p−13 p22p
−1
2 p11y
=p33p−13 p22p
−1
2 p2z
=p33p−13 p22z
=p33p−13 p3w=p33w=p0x:
That is, p33p−13 p22p
−1
2 p11p
−1
1 p00p
−1
0 4xes p0x. In other words, to arrange that
3210 is the identity, we have to ensure that it 4xes everything, and this means that
every element must lie in a linked quadruple.
The most natural class of approximations to the conjugacies to take would just be
those quadruples p=(p0; p1; p2; p3) of 4nite partial automorphisms such that for each
i, if ix∈ dompi and y∈ dompi+1 and piix=pi+1y, then there is a linked quadruple
of the form (x; y; z; w). (Note that, from now on, we make the notation more Nexible by
employing cyclic permutations of linked quadruples (y; z; w; x), etc., when this makes
things easier, and working mod 4 on all subscripts.) The main steps in the proof would
then be to show that any such p could be extended to include arbitrary points in the
domain and range of each pi. Unfortunately this is too wide a class of approximations,
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and we would not in general be able to make the desired extensions, so we have to
make some restrictions. At the corresponding point in [9] we required that if x and ix
both lie in dom pi, then (x; y; z; w) is linked for some y, z, w. This is too stringent a
condition to demand here, because we are trying to work with arbitrary non-identity
elements, and not the very special ones considered there. If the above fails, that is, x
and ix both lie in dom pi, but x is not the ith entry in any linked quadruple, then we
say that x is i-untidy. The substitute for the desired condition is then, not that any p
can be extended to q with no untidy elements, but that it can be extended to q in which
a particular untidy element is no longer untidy. This is the ‘tidying lemma’, which is
the main result of this section. The extra three conditions required of an approximating
quadruple are chosen to enable us to prove this lemma. One of them is included just
to cut down the number of cases to be considered. Another mentions untidy elements
explicitly. For the third, which is designed to ensure that a certain iteration terminates,
the following de4nition is needed.
For any quadruple p as above, a∈, and j63, we de4ne aji inductively by
aj0 = a; a
j
i+1 =


pjjp−1j a
j
i if i is even
pj+2j+2p−1j+2a
j
i if i is odd
for i¿0;
a ji−1 =


pj+2−1j+2p
−1
j+2a
j
i if i is even
pj−1j p
−1
j a
j
i if i is odd
for i60:
Then for all i∈Z for which aji , aji+1 exist, the equations
aji+1 =


pjjp−1j a
j
i if i is even
pj+2j+2p−1j+2a
j
i if i is odd
hold. Since aji±1 ∈
⋃3
k=0 range pk , a
j
i can only take 4nitely many values.
We can now de4ne which approximations are allowed. Let P be the family of all
quadruples p=(p0; p1; p2; p3) of 4nite partial automorphisms of  such that
(I) if ix∈ dompi ∧ y∈ dompi+1 ∧ piix=pi+1y then for some z; w, (x; y; z; w) is
linked,
(II) for any a∈ ⋃3i=0 range pi there is i such that a∈ range pi ∩ rangepi+1,
(III) if x is i-untidy then pix∈ range pi+1; piix∈ rangepi+3,
(IV) for each a∈, j63, and i1¡i2, if aji1 and aji2 are both de4ned then they are
unequal.
We observe that from property (II) it follows that any element of
⋃3
i=0 range pi
lies in 2, 3, or 4 (cyclically) consecutive ranges of the pi.
Lemma 2.1. If x is j-untidy with respect to p∈P, and a=pjx, then for aji as
given above, {i : aji defined} is a set of the form [M;N ] = {i :M6i6N}. If we let
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xi =p−1k a
j
i for M6i¡N , then xi is k-untidy and, for i¿M , ai ∈ rangepj ∩ rangepj+2
∩ rangepk+1 − rangepk+3 (where k = j; j + 2 if i is even or odd respectively).
Proof. Assume that j=0. The fact that {i: a0i de4ned} has the stated form is imme-
diate from the de4nition (and property (IV) of members of P). For the rest, we use
induction.
For the basis, the fact that x0 is 0-untidy is the hypothesis, and a00 ∈ rangep0 is
immediate. By property (III) a00 ∈ rangep1. By property (I) (and the fact that x does
not lie in a linked quadruple), a00 =∈ rangep3. In addition, if 0¿M , then since a0−1
exists, a00 ∈ rangep2.
The induction steps (for positive or negative i) are similar.
Before stating the tidying lemma, we quote the following lemma from [9] (Lemma
2.5), which we frequently need to give the existence of certain elements of .
Lemma 2.2. If  is a non-identity element of AutC , n∈N,  is a map from a 4nite
subset of  into C, and A is a 4nite subset of , then there is x∈ such that
(∀i) (−n6i6n→ ix =∈A∪ dom ); x = x
and
(∀y∈ dom )F{x; y}= (y):
Lemma 2.3 (Tidying Lemma). If p∈P and x is j-untidy with respect to p, then there
is an extension q of p in P for which x is no longer j-untidy.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that j=0. Let p0x= a and let a0i , xi, M ,
and N be de4ned as in Lemma 2.1. For ease we omit the superscript, and write a0i as
ai. Thus if M6i¡N , xi is k-untidy, and if M¡i¡N ,
ai ∈ (rangep0 ∩ rangep2 ∩ rangepk+1)− rangepk+3;
where k =0 if i is even and k =2 if i is odd. Without loss of generality we assume
that M and N are both even.
The situation is portrayed in the upper part of Fig. 3, where the points which are
encircled are those determined by p. (New values chosen in forming the extension
q will be unencircled.) Note that we de4nitely know (by properties (I) and (III))
that aM ∈ rangep0 ∩ rangep1 − rangep3, and aN ∈ rangep1 ∩ rangep2 − rangep3, but
we are not sure if aM ∈ rangep2 and/or aN ∈ rangep0. We begin by supposing that
aM ∈ rangep2 and aN ∈ rangep0, and indicate later how the argument is modi4ed if
either of these is false.
We shall have to add various linked quadruples so that x is no longer 0-untidy, but
because of the (apparently necessary) stipulations we have put on members of P, this
entails tidying all xi for M6i¡N as well. The linked quadruples added will be of the
form (xi; yi+1; zi+1; −1k+3yi), where k =0 or 2, illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. A typical linked quadruple added during the proof of the tidying lemma.
Now we have to extend p to the desired q by adding quite a lot (it turns out) of
new linked quadruples. (We cannot add just single points at a time, as there would
then be no hope of preserving the truth of properties (I)–(IV) in the extension.) We
choose elements as shown in Fig. 2, grouped according to which linked quadruple they
are added in.
xM−1, aM−1, yM−1, yM , bM , zM , cM ,
yM+1, cM+1, zM+1, bM+1,
yM+2, cM+2, zM+2, bM+2,
: : :
yN−2, cN−2, zN−2, bN−2,
yN−1, cN−1, zN−1, bN−1.
Because of the way in which some choices depend on others, and to allow for all
possibilities (the principal di6culty being caused by the possible presence of 2-cycles
in the i) we 4rst choose xM−1, then aM−1, followed by yM−1, yM , yM+1; : : : ; yN−1,
and then all the other elements in the groups as shown (though in slightly variable
orders, depending on the circumstances). The choices are made so that the quadruple
of partial automorphisms illustrated in Fig. 3 lies in P. At intermediate stages we
shall write p′0, p
′
1, p
′
2, p
′
3 for the extensions of p0, p1, p2, p3 respectively so far
determined.
First we let xM−1 = −12 p
−1
2 aM (which does not lie in dom p2 since aM−1 was not
de4ned by p), and then aM−1 =∈
⋃3
j=0 rangepj is chosen so that
(∀t ∈ domp′2)F{t; xM−1}=F{p2t; aM−1}:
(At this point of course, p′2 =p2; we have written p
′
2 for the sake of uniformity).
Next yM−1 moved by 1, yM moved by 3, yM+1 moved by 1; : : : ; yN−1 moved by
1 are chosen so that yM−1 =∈
⋃
|j|62 
j
1 domp
′
1 (with similar conditions for the other
yi), and such that
yM−1: (∀s∈ domp′1)F{s; yM−1}=F{p′1s; aM−1};
yM : (∀u∈ domp′3)F{u; yM}=F{p′3u; aM},
yM+1: (∀s∈ domp′1)F{s; yM+1}=F{p′1s; aM+1}, and
F{yM+1; −11 yM−1}=F{yM ; 3yM},
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Fig. 3. The extension of p needed to make the point x ‘tidy’.
yM+2: (∀u∈ domp′3)F{u; yM+2}=F{p′3u; aM+2},
yM+3: (∀s∈ domp′1)F{s; yM+3}=F{p′1s; aM+3}; and
F{yM+3; −11 yM−1}=F{yM+2; 3yM},
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: : :
yN−1: (∀s∈ domp′1)F{s; yN−1}=F{p′1s; aN−1}, and
F{yN−1; −11 yM−1}=F{yN−2; 3yM}.
Now choose bM =∈
⋃3
j=0 rangepj ∪{aM−1} so that
(∀u∈ domp′3)F{u; 3yM}=F{p′3u; bM};
zM not in
⋃
|j|62 
j
0 domp
′
0 moved by 0 so that
(∀r ∈ domp′0)F{r; zM}=F{p′0r; bM}
and cM =∈
⋃3
j=0 rangep
′
j so that
F{r; 0zM}=F{p′0r; cM} and F{s; −11 yM−1}=F{p′1s; cM};
for all r ∈ domp′0 and s∈ domp′1.
Next suppose that cj, zj, bj have been chosen for j6i where M6i¡N − 1, and
assume for ease that i is even (with a similar proof if it is odd). We shall 4nd ci+1,
zi+1, bi+1 as in Fig. 2 so that 2zi+1 = zi+1, zi+1 =∈
⋃
|j|62 
j
2domp
′
2, bi+1 = ci+1, and
bi+1; ci+1 =∈
⋃3
j=0 rangep
′
j , and
Case 1. if 23yi =yi choose bi+1 then zi+1 then ci+1 so that:
bi+1: (∀s∈ domp′1)F{s; 1yi+1}=F{p′1s; bi+1},
zi+1: (∀t ∈ domp′2)F{t; zi+1}=F{p′2t; bi+1},
ci+1: (∀t ∈ domp′2)F{t; 2zi+1}=F{p′2t; ci+1} and
(∀u∈ domp′3)F{u; −13 yi}=F{p′3u; ci+1}.
Case 2. if 23yi =yi instead let ci+1 = bi, then choose zi+1 then bi+1 so that:
zi+1: (∀t ∈ domp′2)F{t; 2zi+1}=F{p′2t; bi},
bi+1: (∀s∈ domp′1)F{s; 1yi+1}=F{p′1s; bi+1}, (∀t ∈ domp′2)F{t; zi+1}=F{p′2t; bi+1}.
The fact that these choices are all possible follows from Lemma 2.2, provided that
we establish that the various conditions are compatible. A key step is on ‘closing oI’
a linked quadruple, where conditions from two directions have to be met, and we use
what we call a ‘linking argument’.
To see how we apply Lemma 2.2 to give the existence of aM−1, let  having domain
equal to range p2 be given by (p2t)=F{t; xM−1}. This then maps a 4nite subset of
 into the set of colours, so the desired aM−1 exists by the lemma. The proofs for
yM−1 and yM are similar.
For yM+1, to see that such an element exists, in other words that there is a corre-
sponding map , we need the separate clauses used in its de4nition to be compatible.
But this is immediate since −11 yM−1 =∈ domp′1. Similar remarks apply to the other yis,
and bM and zM .
To verify that the requirements for cM are compatible, suppose that p′0r=p
′
1s.
Then r ∈ domp′0 = domp0 ∪{zM} and s∈ domp′1 = domp1 ∪{yM−1; yM+1; : : : ; yN−1}.
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Now p′0zM = bM =∈ rangep′1, so r = zM and r ∈ domp0. If s=yi for some odd i
with M − 16i6N − 1, we have to check that F{r; 0zM}=F{s; −11 yM−1}. Now
p0r=p′1yi = ai, so M + 16i6N − 1 and r= 0xi−1. So the desired condition is that
F{xi−1; zM}=F{yi; −11 yM−1}. As xi−1 ∈ domp0, we require that F{p0xi−1; bM}=
F{yi; −11 yM−1}, so F{ai−1; bM}=F{yi; −11 yM−1}. But ai−1 ∈ rangep′3 and ai−1
=p′3yi−1, so what is required is that F{yi−1; 3yM}=F{yi; −11 yM−1}, which was
how yi was chosen.
So we are left with the case in which s∈ domp1, where we use a ‘linking argument’.
Since p0r=p1s, by (I) for p there is a linked quadruple of the form (−10 r; s; t; u).
Hence
F{r; 0zM} = F{−10 r; zM} 0 is an automorphism
= F{p0−10 r; bM} by choice of zM
= F{p33u; bM} as (−10 r; s; t; u) is linked
= F{3u; 3yM} by choice of bM
= F{u; yM} 3 an automorphism
= F{p3u; aM} by choice of yM
= F{p22t; aM} (−10 r; s; t; u) linked
= F{2t; 2xM−1} p2 a partial automorphism
= F{t; xM−1} 2 an automorphism
= F{p2t; aM−1} by choice of aM−1
= F{p11s; aM−1} as (−10 r; s; t; u) is linked
= F{1s; yM−1} by choice of yM−1
= F{s; −11 yM−1} 1 is an automorphism
so the two clauses give the same answer.
We now look at the general step, and again suppose that i is even.
Case 1. 23yi =yi. That the requirements for bi+1 and zi+1 are compatible is shown
as before, so we concentrate on ci+1. Suppose that p′2t=p
′
3u for some t ∈ domp′2 and
u∈ domp′3. Now
domp′2 = domp2 ∪{xM−1; zM+1; : : : ; zi+1; 2zM+1; : : : ; 2zi−1}
and
domp′3 = domp3 ∪{yM ; : : : ; yN−2; 3yM ; : : : ; 3yi; −13 yM ; : : : ; −13 yi−2}:
If t ∈ domp2∧u∈ domp3, we use a linking argument. Also p′2xM−1 = aM−1 =∈ rangep′3,
so t = xM−1. The remaining p′2 and p′3-values to consider are therefore bM+1; bM+3; : : : ;
bi+1; cM+1; cM+3; : : : ; ci−1 (with odd su6ces) and aM ; aM+2; : : : ; aN−2; bM ; : : : ; bi, cM+1;
cM+3; : : : ; ci−1 (with even su6ces for a, b and odd ones for c). Now p′2t=p
′
3u is
impossible if p′2t= bj for some odd j. We can have p
′
2t= cj =p
′
3u where j is odd
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and M + 16j6i − 1. This gives t= 2zj, u= −13 yj−1 (which may or may not equal
3yj−1, and this does not aIect the argument). But now (xj−1; yj; zj; −13 yj−1) is a
linked quadruple for (p′0; p
′
1; p
′
2; p
′
3), and so we may use a linking argument to establish
the desired compatibility. The only other possibility is that p′2t=p
′
3u= aj for some
(even) j, with M6j6N−2, and we similarly use the existence of the linked quadruple
(zj; −11 yj−1; xj−1; yj).
Case 2. 23yi =yi. The choice of zi+1 is easy, so we concentrate on the requirements
for bi+1. Suppose that p′1s=p
′
2t for some s∈ domp′1 = domp1 ∪{yM−1, yM+1; : : : ;
yN−1, 1yM+1, 1yM+3; : : : ; 1yi−1, −11 yM−1, 
−1
1 yM+1; : : : ; 
−1
1 yi−1}, and t ∈ domp′2
= domp2 ∪{xM−1; zM+1; zM+3; : : : ; zi−1; 2zM+1; : : : ; 2zi+1}. Concentrating on the case
in which we have at least one new value, we note that the new values in dom p′1 are
aM−1; aM+1; : : : ; aN−1; bM+1; bM+3; : : : ; bi−1; cM ; cM+2; : : : ; ci, and the new values in dom
p′2 are aM−1; bM+1; bM+3; : : : ; bi−1, cM+1, cM+3; : : : ; ci+1. The following are therefore
the possibilities: p′1s=p
′
2t= aj, j odd, M − 16j6N − 1; we use the linked quadru-
ple (zj+1; −11 yj; xj; yj+1); p
′
1s=p
′
2t= bj, j odd, M + 16j6i − 1; we use the linked
quadruple (xj−1; yj; zj; −13 yj−1).
Note that in both cases, if one choice is a bj and the other is cj+1, meaning that
Case 2 was used at that point, then in fact bj occurs in both lists, so we have already
covered this possibility.
We let q be the union of all these extensions (that is, the 4nal value of p′), given
by q=(q0; q1; q2; q3) where
q0 =p0 ∪{(zi; bi); (0zi; ci) : M6i6N − 2; i even},
q1 =p1 ∪{(yi; ai); (−11 yi; ci+1) : M −16i6N −1; i odd}∪ {(1yi; bi) : M +16i6
N − 1; i odd};
q2 =p2 ∪{(xM−1; aM−1)}∪ {(zi; bi); (2zi; ci) : M + 16i6N − 1; i odd},
q3 =p3 ∪{(yi; ai); (3yi; bi); (−13 yi; ci+1) : M6i6N − 2; i even}.
The choices of the new elements were made speci4cally so that these would be
partial automorphisms. Note that this is true even in Case 2, using the assumption that
applies there that 23yi =yi. In view of the linked quadruples that have been added,
xM ; xM+1; : : : ; xN−1 are no longer untidy with respect to q. It remains to verify that
properties (I)–(IV) hold for q.
First consider property (I) and suppose that qiir= qi+1s for some i, r, s. If ir ∈ dom
pi and s∈ dompi+1 then by (I) for p there is a linked quadruple (r; s; t; u) for p, and
hence also for q. Otherwise at least one of ir, s is newly added (ir to dom qi or s
to dom qi+1). The fact that (r; s; t; u) is linked for some t and u then follows from the
construction. For the new members of
⋃3
i=0 range qi are as follows:
range q0: bM ; bM+2; : : : ; bN−2, cM ; cM+2; : : : ; cN−2,
range q1: aM−1; aM+1; : : : ; aN−1, bM+1; bM+3; : : : ; bN−1, cM ; cM+2; : : : ; cN−2,
range q2: aM−1, bM+1; bM+3; : : : ; bN−1, cM+1; cM+3; : : : ; cN−1,
range q3: aM ; aM+2; : : : ; aN−2, bM ; bM+2; : : : ; bN−2, cM+1; cM+3; : : : ; cN−1
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and these are all added in two consecutive ranges as values in a linked quadruple, as
one sees by examining the separate cases. This also ensures the truth of (II).
To verify (III), we just note that all new values are added in consecutive ranges.
Finally we check condition (IV). Suppose then that for some d, if we de4ne dji
with respect to q (as was done above for aji with respect to p), then d
j
i1 =d
j
i2 for some
i1¡i2. Suppose for ease that j=0, and omit the superscripts. Since (IV) holds for p,
one of the new clauses must be involved in showing di1 =di2 , and in fact, some di must
have been newly added to the relevant range. By choice of where the new elements
were added, ‘su6ciently far’ from the old elements, it follows that di±1 = qjjq−1j di
and qj−1j q
−1
j di are also newly added (if de4ned), so that (now using induction) all di
are newly added. Since every newly added element of range qj is moved by qjjq−1j ,
i2 − i1¿2. Suppose for ease that i1 is even. Then di2 = : : : q22q−12 q00q−10 q22q−12
q00q−10 di1 , so each di with i1¡i¡i2 lies in range q0 ∩ range q2. As di is newly added,
di = bj or cj for some even j, M6j6N − 2, and also di = bj or cj for some odd j,
M−16j6N−3. The only way that this can happen is that Case 2 applied to the de4ni-
tion of some cj+1, and that di = bj = cj+1. Thus di+1 = q00q−10 di or di+1 = q22q
−1
2 di,
which equals bj+1. Similarly, di−1 = cj. It follows by induction that for i1¡k6i2,
dk = bj−i+k and for i16k¡i2, dk = cj−i+k+1. Hence bj−i+i2 = cj−i+i1+1, which gives
i1 = i2, contradiction.
To conclude, we have to show that even if aM =∈ rangep2 and/or aN =∈ rangep0, the
desired extension can still be carried out. In fact this is somewhat easier. For if, for
instance, aM =∈ rangep2, then there is no need to choose the elements xM−1, aM−1,
yM−1, bM , zM , cM at all. The only reason that these had to be included before was
that, when we added aM to the range of q3, to make (I) true for q, we also had to
add a linked quadruple connecting the occurrences of aM in range q2 and range q3, but
now this is unnecessary. So all the choices of the other elements are made as before,
and these ones are simply omitted. Similar remarks apply to aN .
3. Extension lemmas and the main theorem
The principal steps in the proof of the main theorem are to show that we can suitably
extend any member of P to one including a given element of  in domain or range.
Lemma 3.1 (Extension of domain). Let P be the family of all quadruples of 4nite
partial automorphisms of  satisfying the conditions (I)–(IV ) of the previous section.
Then if p∈P and x∈, there is an extension q of p in P such that x∈ dom qj for
each j=0; 1; 2; 3.
Proof. It su6ces to prove the result just for j=0 (then we may repeat the argument for
the other j, and extend four times in all). If x∈ domp0 then we take q=p. Otherwise
we consider three main cases as follows.
Case 1. For all n∈Z, n0x =∈ domp0.
Case 1A. 0x= x. We choose a; y; b; z; w; c in that order as in Fig. 4(a).
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Fig. 4. (a) Case 1A, (b) Case 1B.
These choices are made so that the following are partial automorphisms:
a: p0 ∪{(x; a)}, a =∈
⋃3
i= 0 rangepi,
y: p1 ∪{(y; a)}, y =∈
⋃
|j|62 
j
1 domp1, y moved by 1,
b: p1 ∪{(y; a); (1y; b)}, b =∈
⋃3
i=0 rangepi ∪{a},
z: p2 ∪{(z; b)}, z =∈
⋃
|j|62 
j
2domp2, z moved by 2,
w: p3 ∪{(3w; a)}, w =∈
⋃
|j|62 
j
3domp3, w moved by 3,
c: p2 ∪{(z; b); (2z; c)} and p3 ∪{(3w; a); (w; c)}, c =∈
⋃3
i=0 rangepi ∪{a; b},
(which exists by a linking argument).
One veri4es easily that
q= (p0 ∪{(x; a)}; p1 ∪{(y; a); (1y; b)}; p2 ∪{(z; b); (2z; c)};
p3 ∪{(3w; a); (w; c)})
is an extension of p in P, and x∈ dom q0.
Case 1B. 0x = x. A similar argument applies, but this time choosing elements as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Note that this includes the case in which 20x= x, and then 0x is
0-untidy with respect to q.
Case 2. −10 x∈ domp0. Let p0−10 x= a.
There are then at most three occurrences of a, by property (I) for p, and by using
Lemma 2.3, we may suppose that whenever piy= a for some i and y, then y is i-tidy,
that is, either iy =∈ dompi, or y lies in a linked quadruple. If in this extension x lies
in the 4rst domain, then we take this extension as q and conclude. Otherwise, the
assumptions of this case still apply.
Case 2A. a =∈ rangep2.
We choose elements b; y; w; d; z; c as shown in Fig. 5(a), following the usual methods,
and this gives the desired extension. We observe that even if 0x∈ domp0, we still
have q∈P, though now x is 0-untidy with respect to q. This is why we included clause
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Fig. 5. (a) Case 2A, (b) Case 2B.
(II) in the de4nition of P (for as by property (I), p00x =∈ rangep1, (II) ensures that
p00x∈ rangep3). Note that, for the same reason, 20x= x is impossible in this case.
Case 2B. a∈ rangep2.
We choose elements b; y; w; d; z; c as before, but now to ensure the truth of property
(I) for the extension q we have to add in further elements d′; x′; c′; y′; b′ in that order
as shown in Fig. 5(b), where z′= −12 p
−1
2 a. As in the proof of the tidying lemma, if
23w=w, we have to let d
′=d.
Case 3. 0x∈ domp0. This is similar to the previous case.
Lemma 3.2 (Extension of range). If p∈P and a∈, there is an extension q of p in
P such that a∈ range qi for each i=0; 1; 2; 3.
Proof. We assume that a =∈ rangep0. Again it su6ces to include a in range q0, and
then we can repeat.
Case 1. a =∈ ⋃3i=0 rangepi. Then we can choose a linked quadruple as in Fig. 1 which
puts a into range q0 (where the elements are chosen in the order x; w; b; d; y; z; c).
Case 2. a∈ ⋃3i=0 rangepi. Let a=pix say. By Lemma 3.1, by extending we may
assume that ix∈ dompi. By Lemma 2.3 we may further assume that x is tidy with
respect to p, which in particular implies that a∈ rangepi−1. Repeatedly extending like
this ensures that a lies in all four ranges, as required.
Theorem 3.3. Let 0, 1, 2, 3 be non-identity members of Aut C =G. Then there
are conjugates 0, 1, 2, and 3 of 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively, such that 3210 = 1.
In particular, given any non-identity elements  and  of G,  may be written as the
product of three conjugates of .
Proof. We use 4nite approximations in P to determine appropriate conjugacies 0,
1, 2, 3 (so that i = ii−1i ). Let {xj : j∈!} be an enumeration of the vertices
of . Starting with the quadruple p(0) of empty maps, we extend inductively using
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Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to ensure that xj ∈
⋂
06i63 domp
( j+1)
i ∩
⋂
06i63 rangep
( j+1)
i .
Then i given by i =
⋃{p( j)i : j∈!} is an automorphism of . The desired main
equation
3210 = 33−13 22
−1
2 11
−1
1 00
−1
0 = 1
then follows from property (I) of the members of P.
4. Concluding remarks
We 4rst remark that the theorem of Droste’s mentioned earlier follows by the same
methods as Theorem 3.3. His theorem actually applies to an arbitrary symmetric group,
not just Sym(X ) for countable X , and says that if 0; 1; 2;  are elements of the group,
all having supports of the same in4nite cardinality, then = 210 for conjugates i of
i. To deduce this by the methods of Theorem 3.3 4rst for the case where |X |=ℵ0,
we may carry out the whole of the proof as given; the only point where the argument
breaks down is in the appeal to Lemma 2.2, where instead we have to use the extra
assumption (of in4nite supports).
To treat the case of general X one may piece together the actions of the group
generated by given 0; 1; 2; ∈Sym(X ) having support of cardinality ℵ, on its orbits,
using an argument given in [2].
Several other rather more delicate results are given in [2–4], for instance, telling
us precisely which elements of an in4nite symmetric group can be expressed as the
product of two, or three, conjugates, of a given element. It seems likely that the
methods given here can also be applied to analyse these cases, on the grounds that
the approach adopted is the ‘freest possible’ (though this hope is slightly tempered by
the fact that we had to make rather careful choices of approximations to make the
whole thing work). Rather more interesting perhaps would be to see to what extent
the methods we have used will apply to other automorphism groups, speci4cally the
ones discussed in [8], which we feel would repay some careful consideration.
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